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 Cloud Services can save business time, resources, money and it‘s the 

ultimate solution for solving challenges in the traditional software 

sales model. However, cloud computing must be advanced to focus 

on resource utilization and resource management. The use of cloud-

based services allows consumers to allocate resources on-demand 

and to pay only for the resources they actually use. Considering a 

scenario in which cloud service providers stipulate on service support 

level i.e. Type of support (platinum, gold, silver and bronze) with 

end-users and lease cloud services in a way that guarantees SLA 

fulfillment, minimize operational costs and maximize the profit. So in 

this case allocating resources dynamically in the form of virtual 

machines to end users directly depends on the parameter ‗type of 

support‘ a cloud consumer subscribes. In this research paper we 

proposed resource allocation algorithms for cloud providers. Our 

proposed policy engine designed in such a way that it ensure user 

request type which takes into account that the provider has to fulfill 

the Service Support Level criteria while minimizing the resources 

outsourced from the cloud infrastructure using resource allocation 

algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing enables users to access compute resources on demand without the burden of 

owning, managing, and maintaining the resources. To support Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), most cloud 

platforms use virtualized data centers. Typically, a cloud data center maintains a catalog that lists available 

virtual machine (VM) images. Those images may contain only the bare operating system such as Linux Red 

Hat or Windows, include popular applications such as database management systems, or even be created by 

users. Data centers typically provision diverse VMs to provide various services, applications and other 

compute resources. Computing resources provided by cloud vendors can be categorized as computing power, 

network resources (bandwidth, IP addresses etc.) and storage. The cloud services that were provided earlier 

can be classified into three categories: Software as a Service (SaaS) i.e. applications without the traditional 

costs of managing them in-house[1]. Some of the example includes operating systems, basic software like 

databases or web servers.  Platform as a Service (PaaS) i.e. Access an environment for application 

development, management and integration in the cloud. Some of the example includes content managements 
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systems, social networking software and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) i.e. Provision hardware, storage 

and server equipment in the cloud. Some of the example includes Servers, storage, CPU, memory, 

bandwidth[2]. 

Cloud computing assembles large networks of virtualized services: hardware resources (CPU, 

storage, and network) and software resources (e.g., databases, message queuing systems, monitoring systems, 

load-balancers). Using cloud services, cloud users can deploy a wide variety of applications dynamically and 

on-demand. Cloud providers including Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Salesforce.com, 

Google App Engine, and others give users the option to deploy their application over a network of infinite 

resource pool with practically no capital investment and with modest operating cost proportional to the actual 

use. Cloud service allows large enterprise class and individual users to acquire computing resources from 

large scale data centers of service providers[3]. This cloud service is more involved in purchasing and 

consuming manners between providers and users than others. However, Cloud service providers charge users 

for these services. Specifically, to access data from their globally distributed storage edge servers, providers 

charge users depending on the user‘s location and the amount of data transferred. However, there are 

significant problems that exist with regard to efficient provisioning and delivery of applications using Cloud-

based IT resources. 

 

2. MOTIVATION 

Cloud computing is the delivery of resources and services on an on-demand basis over a network. 

Three markets are associated to it. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) designates the provision of IT and 

network resources such as processing, storage and bandwidth as well as management middleware. Platform-

as-a-Service (PaaS) designates programming environments and tools supported by cloud providers that can 

be used by consumers to build and deploy applications onto the cloud infrastructure. Software-as-a-Service 

(SaaS) designates hosted vendor applications. IaaS, PaaS and SaaS all include self-service (APIs) and a pay-

as-you-go billing model. Companies can use clouds either to run punctual batch jobs (e.g. video transcoding) 

or web applications. The cloud is appealing to them because of its ability to reduce capital expenditures and 

increase return on investment (ROI) since the traditional model where physical servers were bought and 

amortized in the long term is no more. Allocating resources to applications in clouds has been the subject of 

several works in recent years. In this paper, we concentrate on service support levels aware resource 

allocation by using policy engine and algorithms. 

 

 

Figure 1. High Level View of Different Service Utilization of a Large IT Enterprise 

 

The computing resources, either software or hardware, are virtualized and allocated as services from 

providers to users[4]. The computing resources can be allocated dynamically upon the requirements and 

preferences of consumers. Traditional system-centric resource management architecture cannot process the 

resource assignment task and dynamically allocate the available resources in a cloud computing environment. 

Since the consumers may access applications and data of the ―Cloud‖ from anywhere at any time, it is 

difficult for the cloud service providers to allocate the cloud resources dynamically and efficiently. In cloud 
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computing, the underlying large-scale computing infrastructure is often heterogeneous, not only because it‘s 

not economic and reliable to procure all the servers, network devices and power supply devices in one size 

and one time, but because different application requires different computer hardware, e.g. workflow 

extensive computing might need standard and cheep hardware; scientific computing might need specific 

hardware other than CPU like GPU or ASIC. There are kinds of resources in the large-scale computing 

infrastructure need to be managed, CPU load, network bandwidth, disk quota, and even type of operating 

systems. To provide better quality of service, resources are provisioned to the users or applications, via load 

balancing mechanism, high availability mechanism and security and authority mechanism. To maximize 

cloud utilization, the capacity of application requirements shall be calculated so that minimal cloud 

computing infrastructure devices shall be procured and maintained. Given access to the cloud computing 

infrastructure, applications shall allocate proper resources to perform the computation with time cost and 

infrastructure cost minimized. Proper resources shall be selected for specific applications[5]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Resource allocation strategies in Cloud Computing Environment 

 

 

3. COMPONENTS OF OUR PROPOSED MODEL  

In this section, we discuss the key concepts and overall design of our proposed model. Figure 3 

shows the overall system architecture with multiple VMs accessing a shared pool of physical cloud data 

center infrastructure. A cloud environment spans several datacenters interconnected by an internet. Each of 

these datacenters contains a large number of machines that are connected by a high-speed network. Users 

access sites hosted by the cloud environment through the public Internet.  The physical cloud data center 

infrastructure has four main components like server pool, storage   pool and Network   pool. The resource 

pool manager is responsible for determining how much capacity should be provided to each VM according to 

the resource allocation policy. Cloud broker is responsible for scheduling the VMs in accordance with the 

request priority. The VMs considered in this research paper are system-level VMs, which virtualize an entire 

physical host‘s resources, including CPU, memory, and I/O devices and present virtual resources to the guest 

OS's and applications. System virtualization is implemented by the layer of software called virtual machine 

monitor (hypervisor), which is responsible of multiplexing physical resources among the VMs. 

User: End users interact with the cloud services and send resource requests. Users generally fall into 

three categories namely Mobile (smart phones or Tablets), Thin ( no computation work, no internal memory 

but only display the information and servers do all the work for them) and  Thick ( web browsers like internet 

explorer or Mozilla Firefox or Google chrome ) to connect to the different cloud[6]. 

Cloud Data Center:  A Cloud Data Center is a data center where some or all of the hardware (e.g., 

servers, routers, switches, and links) are virtualized. Typically, a physical hardware is virtualized using 

software called hypervisor that divides the equipment into multiple isolated and independent virtual 

instances[7]. For example, a physical machine (server/host/node) is virtualized via a hypervisor that creates 
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virtual machines (VMs) having different capacities (CPU, memory, disk space) and running different 

operating systems and applications. The Cloud is a collection of virtual resources (VMs, virtual switches, and 

virtual routers) connected via virtual links. While a Virtualized Data Center is a physical data center with 

deployed resource virtualization techniques, a Virtual Data Center is a logical instance of a Virtualized Data 

Center consisting of a subset of the physical data center resources. A Virtual Network (VN) is a set of virtual 

networking resources: virtual nodes (end-hosts, switches, routers) and virtual links; thus, a VN is a part of a 

VDC. 

Resource Pool: A resource pool is comprised of server, network and storage scale units that share a 

common hardware and configuration baseline which hosts virtualized workloads. Subsets of these resources 

are allocated to the customers as needed and conversely, returned to the pool when they are not needed. 

Ideally, the Resource Pool should be as homogenized and standardized as possible[8]. The main features is 

that it fully managed by service provider including the operating system and Infinite resources available. 

 

 

    Figure 3.  High Level view of Proposed Model 

 

VM:  Virtual Machine is the most fundamental and manageable computing element in a Cloud. 

Each VM, based on user‘s requirements, can have number of CPUs, memories, storage volumes and an OS 

defined. 

VM pool: is a resource container from which VMs are created. It usually contains a large amount of 

computing resources which are sliced into smaller resource units based on the user requirements. Many VM 

pools can be deployed in parallel in a data center in order to provide sufficient computing resources. At 

implementation level, the concept of VM pool may be mapped to a physical server or a cluster of servers. 

Cloud Controller: The Cloud Controller coordinates a collection of services such as VM 

scheduling, authentication, VM monitoring and management. When a Cloud Controller receives a request 

from the user to create a VM, it requests its corresponding Cluster Controllers to provide a list their free 

resources. With this information, the Cloud Controller can choose which cluster will host the requested 

virtual machine. A Cluster Controller is composed of a collection of Node Controllers, which consist of a 

pool of Servers that host Virtual Machine (VM) instances. The Cluster Controller handles the state 

information of its Node Controllers, and schedules incoming requests to run instances. A Node Controller 

controls the execution, monitoring, and termination of the VMs through a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) 
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which is the one responsible to run VM instances. The Cloud Controller retrieves and stores user data and 

Virtual Machine Images (VMI)[9]. The Virtual Machine Image Repository contains a collection of Virtual 

Machine Images that are used to instantiate a VM. The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server 

assigns a MAC/IP (Media Access Control/Internet Protocol) pair address for each VM through the Cloud 

Controller, and requests the Domain Name System (DNS) server to translate domain names into IP addresses 

in order to locate cloud resources. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.    Implementation view of Proposed Model 

 

Cloud Broker: It enables business value of cloud as an intermediary for consumers & providers. It 

also manage the complexity of cloud services implements, integrates, aggregates, customizes cloud services 

provides simple & easy access to cloud different solutions on different platforms. The main function of cloud 

broker is given below. 

 Collecting and indexing all the resources available from different cloud service providers. 

 Translating the service requirements in terms of high-level parameters such as execution time, 

throughput, transaction rate into low-level criteria related to computing, storage and network 

distributed resources.  

 Estimating the capacity needs of Virtual Machines  

 Managing the available resources in order to ensure specific requirements of QoS.  

 Monitoring the usage of allocated resources in order to guarantee the SLA with the user 

 Performing load balancing based on resource consumption. 

 when services request to allocate extra resources, checking whether they are authorized 

 

Cloud Service Catalog: To access different type of cloud services, there is a cloud service catalog 

which is a list of services associated with SLAs and costs that a user can request. In cloud systems, a task 

usually needs a cloud service to execute. This cloud service is registered along with other cloud services by 

service providers on the cloud service catalog server. Usually, the items in the catalog are maintained by their 

corresponding service clouds via the heartbeat mechanism. Cloud Service Catalog also called as Cloud 

Resource Registry[10]. 

Resource Pool Manager: The Resource Pool Manager in the cloud service provider‘s datacenter is 

the prime entity to distribute the execution load among all the VMs by keeping track of the status of the VM. 

The Resource Pool Manager maintains a data structure containing the VM ID, Request ID of the users that 

has to be allocated to the corresponding VM and VM Status to keep track of the load distribution. The VM 
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Pool Status represents the percentage of utilization. The Cloud Pool Manager allocates the resources and 

distributes the load as per the data structure. The Resource Pool Manager analyzes the VM Pool status 

routinely to distribute the execution load evenly. In course of processing, if any VM Pool is overloaded then 

the users are migrated to the VM Pool which is underutilized by tracking the data structure.  The Cloud Pool 

Manager automatically updates the data structure. Table 1 illustrates the sample data structure maintained by 

the Resource Pool Manger. Resource Pool Manager also manages the resource pools of different cloud 

services and predict the future resource usage according to the number of requests[11]. Resource Pool 

Manager also decide from which pool the resources have to be allocated. In addition to this, Resource Pool 

Manager balance the load among all resource pools by using a load balancing algorithm. 

Load Balancer: The load balancer forwards the requests to the server pools based on their available 

capacities. When delivering the service, server pools may be overloaded with too many requests working 

simultaneously. Therefore, making sure that the workload is spread out across all servers is quite integral to 

maintaining an interruption-free environment for the cloud users. 

Resource Mapping Layer:  Resource Mapping layer is responsible for mappings one PM to 

multiple VMs using software called a hypervisor/VMM. The Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor 

has the complete control over the resource pool allocated to the VMs. It provides the physical resource 

abstraction to virtual machines deployed on the host, while virtual switches provide connectivity between 

virtual machines residing on the same host. The cloud Infrastructure is distributed across different 

geographical data centers, we assume a single data center for our target system model.  

 

 

Figure 5: Mapping of virtual to physical resources 

 

In cloud infrastructure environments, a cloud provider services requests from a client on shared 

physical resources. The client is typically offered the resources that can be configured according to their 

needs. The parameters that can be configured are typically a number of virtual machines, each of which can 

be individually configured for the number of virtual CPUs (vCPUs), RAM and disk space[12]. Since many 

configuration parameters have been simplified from the client‘s view, virtualized resources that have been 

provisioned to a client can have ambiguous physical characteristics. For example, when a client requests 

virtual machines from a cloud provider, these virtual machines can be provisioned in various physical 

layouts. The client receives the virtualized resources but has no knowledge of the physical ones. Identical 

client requests could be satisfied using different physical resource layouts. The resource contention in each 

physical layout could differ substantially. Hence, this mapping can potentially impact runtime performance 

of the client‘s application. We term the variation due to ambiguity in the mapping of virtual resources to 

physical resources in a cloud computing environment as provisioning variation. Different application 

domains put different loads on available physical resources. Examples vary between compute, memory or I/O 

bound applications[13]. The performance of an application is limited by the resources available and the 

contention for these resources. When applications compete for the same physical resource, serious 

performance degradation may occur. We conjecture that the mapping of identical virtual resources on 

different physical layouts could have significant variations in physical resource contention. This could lead to 
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performance variation of the same application on identical virtual resources due to the variation in resource 

contention[14].  

Consider we have a cloud environment which consists of a set of M, so data centers DC {d1, d2 

,...,dx }, which are connected by links of different bandwidths. In a Data Center m number of the independent 

machine PMs, as D1 = {pm1, pm2,…, pmM}. In a Data Center m number of the independent machine PMs, as 

D1 = {pm1, pm2,…, pmM}. Virtualization software installed on each PMs that runs a set of N independent 

VMs represented by VM = {vm1, vm2,.., vmN}  

 

Table 1. Key Data Structure of our Proposed Model 

    

4. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 

Our approach includes a user who will request for cloud resource, different cloud providers which 

will provide their resources to fulfill the requests of users, a   Resource Pool Manager which will manage the 

re- sources of various cloud providers using various resource allocation algorithms, thus helping the 

Resource Pool Manager for making the decision to allocate or release a VM[15]. Firstly, the user request will 

submit to resource request queue accessed by cloud broker some time interval. The cloud broker plays the 

major role here. It   manage the service catalog from various cloud providers because different vendors have 

different management systems, different pricing models and are accessed and used in different ways. Cloud 

broker then request to the Resource Pool Manager for resource allocation. The Resource Pool Manager will 

decide which pool's resources would be appropriate to allocate to the user[17]. If required number of 

resources are available, manager will allocate them to the user. If the request requires additional resources, 

resource pool manager will submit a request to the appropriate cloud provider to provision additional 

resources. The resource pool manager will provide pointers and credentials of the allocated resource to the 

user. The pointers are usually the MAC and IP addresses and sometimes a DNS name given to the VM. The 

credentials are usually a pair of RSA keys (a public key and a private key, which one uses in the API to speak 

with the VM). Most often, the VM presents an x86 PC machine architecture. On that VM, one boots a system 

image yielding a running system, and uses it in a similar manner as one would use a running system in the 

datacenter. 

Several virtual machines (VM) were deployed by using the technology call Virtualization or 

hypervisor (e.g. Xen, KVM, VMware), VM are configured with different properties (RAM, storage, CPU 

etc.) On top of the Hypervisor in which Operating System (OS) is installed like normal system. Full 

virtualization hypervisors provide networking capabilities, allowing the individual guest OSs to communicate 

with one another while simultaneously limiting access to the external physical network. The network 

interfaces that the guest OSs support may be virtual, physical, or both. In Network Bridging, the guest OS 

provides direct access to the host‘s network interface cards (NIC) independent of the host OS.  In Network 

Address Translation (NAT), the guest OS provides a virtual NIC that is connected to a simulated NAT inside 

the hypervisor. As in a traditional NAT, all outbound network traffic is sent through the virtual NIC to the 

host OS for forwarding, usually to a physical NIC on the host system. In Host Only Networking the guest OS 

provides a virtual NIC that does not directly route to a physical NIC. Guest OSs can be configured to 

communicate with one another and, potentially, with the host OS. When a number of guest OSs exist on a 

single host, the hypervisor provides a virtual network for these guest OSs. The hypervisor may implement 

virtual switches, hubs, and other network devices[18]. 

Full Virtualization: Hypervisor controls the hardware resources and emulates it to guest operating 

system. In full virtualization, guest does not require any modification. Example: Kernel-based Virtual 

Machine (KVM). Paravirtualization: In paravirtualization, hypervisor controls the hardware resources and 

provides API to guest operating system to access the hardware. In paravirtualization, guest OS requires 

modification to access the hardware resources. Xen is an example of paravirtualization technology. We have 

consider four tiers of service support level in this research paper as per given below table 2. 

Table 2. Service Support Level Criteria 

Cloud 

Infrastructure 

Data 

Centers- 

DC 

Physical Machines 

- PM 

Virtual 

Machines - VM 

Virtual Machine Pool - 

VMP 

 

Cloud 1 

 

D1, D2 

 

PM0-8 

 

VM0-100 

 

VMP1 

 

Cloud 2 

 

D3 

 

PM9-17 

 

VM101-200 

 

VMP2 

 

Cloud 3 

 

D4, D5,D6 

 

PM17-25 

 

VM201-300 

 

VMP3 
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Service Support 

Type 

Platinum           Gold            Silver          Bronze 

Response Time  

P1-Service 

Unavailable 

P2-Critical Impact 

P3-Minor Impact 

 

 

 

P1 - 30 

minutes 

P2 - 2 hours 

P3 – 24 hours 

 

 

   P1 - 30 

minutes 

   P2 - 2 hours 

   P3 – 24 hours 

 

 

P1 - 30 minutes 

P2 - 3 hours 

P3 - 1 business day 

 

 

P1 - 30 min 

P2 - 1 business day 

P3 - 2 business 

days 

 

Availability 99.999 percent 

& Zero 

planned 

outages 

99.99 percent & 

Up to four hour 

planned outages 

(maintenance) 

99.9 percent & Up to 

four hour planned 

outages 

(maintenance) 

 

2 Business Days & 

Moderate outage 

Monitoring 24*7*365      24*5*365       12*5         8*5  

Performance 90%            90%      Not Measured        Not Measured 

Dedicated Account 

Manager 

Yes             No              No             No 

 

4.1 Policy Engine 

We proposed a policy engine which is running on the service registry server and using the service 

level support database where all the resource requirement criteria for all the   four tiers of service support 

level. The policy engine is responsible for tracking the processor, network and memory usage of each VM 

(Virtual Machine). It also tracks the total resource usage on each PM (Physical Machine) by aggregating the 

usages of resident VMs. This engine tracks the usage of each resource over a measurement interval and 

reports these statistics to the cloud controller at the end of each interval. This Policy engine also maintains 

configuration details of VMs for four types of service support level templates[19]. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Function of the Resource Pool Manager 

 

Virtual machine configuration is the arrangement of resources assigned to a virtual machine. The 

resources allocated to a virtual machine (VM) typically include allocated processors, memory, disks, network 

adapters and the user interface[20]. We have given one sample of the VM configuration file. 
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Resource pool management involves not only unified management, scheduling, and monitoring of resource 

pools, but also proper use and maintenance of the cloud platform[21]. A cloud computing management 

platform can be divided into four layers namely device management, VM management, service management, 

and tenant management. 

Device management: This layer manages hardware devices on the cloud platform and raises an 

alarm when there is device abnormality[22]. Specifically, the system administrator uses this layer during 

daily maintenance to check device performance, and to monitor key indexes such as application server CPU 

usage, memory usage, hard disk usage, network interface usage, storage space availability, and Input/output 

(IO) status. A user can set the monitor threshold for a physical device based on actual configuration. The 

system then automatically starts monitoring and raises an alarm when the threshold is exceeded. 

VM management: The virtual resource management layer implements unified management, 

allocation, and flexible scheduling of VM for various applications. As in the device management layer, the 

system administrator checks the performance of VM's daily maintenance, and monitors key indexes—such as 

CPU usage, memory usage, hard disk usage, network interface usage, virtual storage availability, and IO 

status—of virtual machines being used. A user can set the monitor threshold for a VM based on actual 

configuration. The system then automatically starts monitoring and raises an alarm when the threshold is 

exceeded. 

Service management: The service management layer manages service templates, service instances, 

and service catalogs.  Based on VM's, it promptly provides user-specified operating system and application 

software to tenants. 

Tenant management: The tenant management layer manages the resource clusters of all tenants. 

Resource type, quantity, and distribution are managed, as well as tenant lifecycle—from application, 

examination, and normal operation, to suspension to cancellation. 

When a user requests for a VM, along with the request it presents a set of attributes that should be 

satisfied by the VM. First the user request will store in the request queue then it forward to the resource 

broker. The resource discovery process may be responsible for generating a set of best possible candidates 

for the given set of attributes using the policy engine. Resource discovery step use the resource registry 

database that are maintained by policy engine to fulfill the user requests. The optimization of the current VM 

allocation is carried out in two steps: at the first step we select VMs that need to be allocate and in second 

step the chosen VMs are placed on the arrival queue using scheduling algorithm. To determine when and 

which VMs should be allocated using the resource allocation algorithm[23]. 

Cloud Broker maintains an index table of all Data Centers indexed by their VM Pool. When the 

Cloud broker receives a request from a resource request queue it sends this to destination Cloud Controller. 

Cloud Broker retrieves the region of the user of the request and queries for the region list for that region from 

the Index table. This list orders the remaining regions in the order of lowest network latency first. The Cloud 

Broker picks the first VM Pool mapped to the data center located at the earliest/highest region in the index 

table[24]. If more than one VM pool mapped to the data center is located in a region, the data center having 

less cost (here, considering only VM cost) will be selected. Now user request will be sent to this most cost 

effective VM Pool mapped to data center. As per this strategy, the data center selection is not made randomly 

and vm cost in each data center is compared with other data centers in the same region. The data center with 

lowest vm cost is selected. Now the user requests will be sent to this data center to be processed. 

 

4.2 Network Configuration 

Communication service handles the networking issues of all VMs in the system. It is responsible for 

initializing the local sub-net of a VM pool and allocates MAC addresses to newly created VMs[25]. It keeps 

tracking of the allocation of IP addresses in the subnet. If more IP addresses are needed, it will generate more 

items in the IP address and MAC address mapping table and refresh the dynamic host configuration protocol 

(DHCP) server on each VM pool. In addition, it controls how network packages are sent, routed, and 

forwarded between VMs that cross different subnet to perform virtual LANs management. In this way, VM 

users are unaware of the underlying network infrastructure and can be managed based on the sub-network 

basis.  

The initial stage of VMs network configuration is the creation of VM images. The networking 

infrastructure consists of a mixture of virtual entities and physical entities. Virtual entities include VMs, 

vSwitches, VLAN taggers, VPN, and gateways. Physical entities include the physical hosts and the physical 

networking infrastructure, which includes VXLAN-enabled physical switches, routers, and ordinary Ethernet 

switches. Virtual Ethernet cards or vNICs are the basic building blocks of our design. Each VM can have one 

or more vNICs[26]. Each vNIC can be associated with at most one VXLAN. Each VXLAN segment is 

represented by a virtual switch or a vSwitch. A VM appears on a particular VXLAN if one of its vNICs is 

―plugged‖ into one of the switch ports on the vSwitch forming that segment. The vSwitch behaves like a 
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normal physical switch. Ethernet broadcast traffic generated by a VM connected to the vSwitch is passed to 

all VMs connected to that vSwitch. Like a real switch, the vSwitch also builds up a forwarding table based on 

observed traffic so that non-broadcast Ethernet traffic can be delivered in a point-to-point fashion to improve 

bandwidth efficiency. The vSwitch is designed to operate in a distributed fashion. The VMM on each 

physical machine hosting a VM connected to a particular VXLAN segment hosts part of the vSwitch forming 

that VXLAN segment[27]. 

 

Figure 7. Network Architecture of our Proposed Model 

 

       VXLAN (Virtual extensible LAN):  VXLAN solves the problem of multiple tenants in a cloud 

environment i.e communication between VMs of different subnets. It enables the connection between two or 

more L3 networks and makes it appear like they share the same L2 subnet. This now allows virtual machines 

to operate in separate networks while operating as if they were attached to the same L2 subnet.  

 

         IP Address: set a static IP address to the VM. IP addresses are assigned sequentially and all students of 

the same year share the same subnet. For the next year, IP addresses will be in the form of 10.0.1.x; Simple 

socket-outsourcing appears to be like the network address translation (NAT) mode of regular hosted virtual 

machines[29]. This means the guest OS shares the same IP addresses with the host OS. Occasionally, we 

need to allocate one or more dedicate IP addresses to each VM instance. To accomplish this, we add these IP 

addresses to network interfaces in the host in advance. When a guest process creates a server socket and 

assigns the IP address with system call bind (), we enforce the address by restricting the arguments of system 

call bind (). When a guest process initiates a network connection as a client, we enforce the source IP address 

with system call bind () in the host module even though the guest process does not issue bind () in the guest 

OS[30]. 

 

The vSwitch is designed to operate in a distributed fashion. The VMM on each physical machine hosting a 

VM connected to a particular VXLAN segment hosts part of the vSwitch forming that VXLAN segment. 

 

Netmask:  set the netmask, allowing students to communicate only with VMs owned by students of the same 

year. In particular, they can communicate only with machines that share the same subnet; 

Gateway: set the VM common gateway. The gateway is responsible for the management of the packets 

through 

 

Subnet: The gateway IP is the same than the VMM / Hypervisor bridge, a virtual network interface that 

supervises all communications between VMs and the external net[31]. 

 

4.3 Data Flow Architecture of our Proposed Model 

               In our proposed resource allocation scheme the Inter-cloud, cloud-to-Internet and Internet-to-cloud 

data movement starts from data collected from cloud users through cloud services namely Software-as-a-

Service (SaaS) and Platform-as-a-Services (PaaS). We have taken an example to explain how data flows 
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among different levels starting from users to cloud resource providers. Various cloud services like word 

processor, web-based emails etc specific to a VM where provenance  is collected then data specific to a PM 

where provenance is collected, such as the physical resources status, the physical address of memory/block 

devices/files, and the mapping of VMs to PMs, then the data related to a cloud, such as customer 

identification information and intra-cloud networking which is communication between different PMs within 

a cloud, transfers of data across VMs and PMs located across different geographies in a cloud. Finally data 

sharing on the Internet, including data transfer between different clouds, and from a cloud to any network 

node that does not belong to a cloud, which gives the broadest granularity[32]. 

 

 

Figure 8. Data Flow Architehture of our Proposed Model 

 

 

4.4.  Key Data Structures & Proposed Algorithms 

 
The resource request queue‘RRQ’ and resource arrival queue ‘RAQ’. 

Requests RRQ = {RRQ1, RRQ2, RRQ3, RRQ4…….. RRQn} 

 

Key Data Structure: Consider we have a cloud environment which consists of a set of ‗M‘ PM‘s (Physical 

Machines, s o data centers DC ={d1, d2 ,...,dx }, which are connected by links of different bandwidths.   In a 

Data Center m number of the independent machine PMs, as D1 = {pm1, pm2,…, pmM} Virtualization 

software installed on each PMs that runs a set of N independent VMs represented by  VM = {vm1, vm2,.., 

vmN}. Virtual Resource Pool (VMP) is the set of logical resources in the form of VMs. Let the quantity of 

logical resources be VMP then we take VMP= {VMP1, ¬VMP2, VMP3….¬VMPn}. 

 

We propose the following five algorithms 

 
VM Creation & Deletion 

 

VM Creation 

Step 1: VMM analyses the task and asks for resources required to create VMs from Res_MGR. 

VMM_SendRequest [Resources] → Res_MGR 

Step 2: Res_MGR checks RAL 

IF (Resources_available) 

Then Provide access to VMM and Exit 

ELSE 

Continue 

Step 3: Res_MGR checks availability of resources with Cloud_P 

Step 4: Cloud_P sends resource availability information to Res_MGR 

Step 5: Res_Pro selects efficient resource based upon cost factor (CF). 

CF = RC+ LCC 

Step 6: Res_Pro requests Cloud_P for selected resources. 
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Step 7: Cloud_P  grants access permission to use the resources to Res_MGR 

Res_MGR [Resource_Access] ← true 

Step 8: Res_Pro updates the VMP 

RP → updates [VMP] 

Step 9: Res_Pro, based upon the Performance Factor (PF), provides access to resources to 

VMM. 

Step 10: VMM creates VMs 

VMM→ creates [VMs] 

Case B: VM Deletion 

Step 11: Check VM_Load over VMM in VM Pool 

IF VM_Load increases 

Then goto Step 1 

ELSE IF VM_Load decreases 

Then 

a) VMM searches for VMs with least PF and higher ET 

b) VMM redirects the cloudlets of that VM to other VMs 

c) VMM deletes that particular VM. 

Step 12: VM executes the cloudlets till the task is completed 

Step 13: VMM returns the access to Res_MGR 

Step 14: Res_MGR updates VMP 

 

 

Resource Discovery  

while (true) { 

// user request  incoming message 

receive messsage (X) { 

// validate the incoming message: this may depend on the policy 

// if universal awareness this function is always true 

// if neighborhood awareness returns true only 

// if the distance to source is less than m 

// if distinctive awareness returns true only if the local cloud potential 

// is less than or equal to remote induced local cloud potential 

if (validate(X)) { 

// update the data structures that keep awareness information in the VMP 

process(X) 

} 

// if there are no incoming message then break out the loop to send messages 

} or timeout (n) 

if (currentTime > lastSentTime + n) { 

lastSentTime = currentTime 

// send to logical neighbors 

get the VMP details 

for each Pool in VMP 

send status update message 

} 

} 

 

Resource Selection 

Step 1: Get the VM Pool mapped to datacenter index of selected region  

Step 2: regionaList  regionalDataCenterIndex.get (region) // store regionlist of selected 

datacentre  

Step 3: if regionaList is not NULL then  

Step 4: listSize  size (regionalist)  

Step 5: if listSize is 1 then  

Step 6: dcName  regionalist.get(0)  

Step 7: else  

Step 8: for all p in dcVMPCostList do  

Step 9: if(dcVmCostList.get (smallest)>dcVMPCostList.get (p)) then  

Step 10: smallest=p;  

Step 11: end if  

Step 12: end for  

Step 13: dcName  regionalist.get (smallest)  

Step 14: end if  

Step 15: end if  

Step 16: return dcname 

 

Resource Allocation 

Step 1: Requested are collected pre-determined interval of time. 

Step 2: Resources RSi -> {RS1,RS2, RS3,…,RSn} 

Step 3: Requests RRQi -> {RRQ1, RRQ2, RRQ3,…, RRQn} 

Step 4: Threshold (static at initial) 

Step 5: Th= ∑RSi 

Step 6: for every unsorted array A & B 

Step 7: sort A & B 

Step 8: for every RRQi 
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Step 9: if RRQi<Th then 

Step 10: add RRQi in low array, A[RRQi] 

Step 11: else if RRQi>Th then 

Step 12: add RRQi in high array B[RRQi] 

Step 13: for every B[RRQi] 

Step 14: ** allocate resource for RRQi of B 

Step 15: RSi= RSi-RRQi; Th= ∑RSi 

Step 16: satisfy the resource of A[RRQi] 

Step 17: for every A[RRQi] 

Step 18: ** allocate resource for RRQi of A 

Step 19: RSi= RSi-RRQi; Th= ∑RSi 

Step 20: satisfy the resource of B[RRQi] 

 

** Best fit strategy is used to satisfy the request alternatively in A[RRQi] and B[RRQi] based on the 

available VM. 

 

Resource Scheduling 

 

If we use PMi to denote the ith physical resource, m to denote the total number of physical resources and PM 

to denote the set of physical resources, we can get PM={PM1, PM2, PM3, …, PMm}. Similarly, if we use 

vmi to denote the ith virtual machine, n to denote the total number virtual machine and VM to denote the set 

of virtual machine in the extended virtual machine system, we can get VM={vm1, vm2, vm3, …, vmn}. 

M the total number of physical machines in the extended virtual machine system  

PMi the physical resource of the ith physical machine  

vmi→PMj the ith virtual machine schedule physical resource PMj  

t0 the beginning time that VMs are processed 

 
Step-1: Choose the type of Scheduling 

1. Priority Based First Come First Serve Scheduling 

2. Priority Based Round Robin Scheduling 

User enters the choice. 

Choice == 1 || 2 

Step-2: If choice is 1. 

Then 

goto Label 1. 

If choice is 2. 

Then 

goto Label 2. 

Step-3: Executed VMs are returned to Cloud Co-ordinator. 

CC [VM_list] VMM [executed_VM_list] 

Step-4: Cloud Co-ordinator combines all the VMs. 

Combine [VMs] 

Step-5: Executed VM returned back to User by Cloud Co-ordinator. 

User[executed VM] combine[VMs] 

Label 1: FCFS Scheduling 

For every VMs received 

Executed_list[VMs] Execution [Actual_VM] 

VMM[executed_VM_list] Executed_list[VMs] 

goto Step3 

Label 2: Round Robin Scheduling 

[initialize] time quantum as tq = 10 

Repeat Steps till (actual_VM_list).Length == NULL 

{ 

Execute[actual_VM] till tq 

Executed_list[VMs] Execution[Actual_VM] 

actual_VM VM_list[next_VM] 

} 

VMM [executed_VM_list] Executed_list [VMs] 

goto Step3 

 

5. DESIGN OF OUR PROPOSED MODEL 

5.1 Allocation of VMs for user request 

 Cloud provider provide details of available VMs to Resource Pool Manger. 

 Resource Pool Manger creates a VM Pool containing details of available VMs of Cloud provider. 

 Cloud broker asks for VMs from the Resource Pool Manger by sending the requirements. 

 Resource Pool Manger checks the VM Pool. 

 If VMs are available in VM Pool, then Resource Pool Manger provides access to VMs. 
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 If VMs are not available in VM Pool, then Resource Pool Manger checks availability of resources 

with Cloud provider. 

 Cloud providers, in return, sends VM availability acknowledgements to Resource Pool Manger. 

 Cloud provider selects the VMs considering the cost factor. 

 Resource Pool Manger requests for the selected resources from Cloud provider. 

 Cloud provider provides access to resources to Resource Pool Manger. 

 Resource Pool Manger updates the VM Pool after getting access to VMs. 

 

Figure 9. Class Diagram of our proposed Model 

 

5.2 Create a Virtual Machine 

 A user requests a VM with some computational resources to the Cloud Controller. 

 The Cloud Controller verifies whether the requester has a valid account. 

 The Cloud Controller requests the available resources to the Cluster Controllers closer to the 

location of the user. In turn, the Cluster Controller queries its Node Controllers about their available 

resources. In the sequence diagram, there is only one Cluster Controller and one Node Controller in 

order to maintain the diagram simple, but there can be more Clusters and Node Controllers. 

 The Node Controller sends the list of its available resources to the Cluster Controller, and the 

Cluster Controller sends it back to the Cloud Controller. 

 The Cloud Controller chooses the first Cluster Controller that can support the computational 

resources requirements. 

 The Cloud Controller requests a MAC/IP pair address from the DHCP server for the new VM. 

 The Cloud Controller retrieves a virtual machine image from the repository (VMI) 

 The Cloud Controller sends a request to the Cluster Controller to instantiate a VM. 

 The Cluster Controller forwards the request to the Node Controller which forwards it to the VMM. 

 The VMM creates a VM with the requested resources. 

 The VMM assigns the VM to one of the servers. 
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Figure 10. Sequesce diagram for create a virtual machine 

 

6. DISCUSSION AND OPEN ISSUES 

We discuss key aspects of our work and open issues. Unfortunately, there are some issues to manage 

resources in the cloud model. Many organizations view the cloud as a truly distributed model with multiple 

redundancies built in to maintain the highest uptime possible[33]. In cloud systems based on virtualization, 

virtual machines (VM) share physical resources. Although resource sharing can improve the overall 

utilization of limited resources, contentions on the resources often lead to significant performance 

degradation. Model Enhancements: While our paper helps better understanding of cloud resource allocation 

strategy, it‘s only a start[34]. An important feature direction understands the virtual network between 

multiple local and cloud data centers[35]. Handling Load balancing: An important benefit of public cloud 

architecture is potential to handle peak workload and handing load balance between server pools[36].  

 

 

7.   CONCLUSION  

In Cloud computing different resource allocation strategy required for achieving user satisfaction 

and maximizing the profit. In this paper, we have made three contributions. First we provide general 

architecture & design model of cloud infrastructure for a Large IT Enterprise. Secondly, we designed a 

service support engine that offers cloud resource discovery, selection, allocation, scheduling using different 

algorithms. Finally we provide the network & Data Flow architecture of our proposed model. In our feature 

work we will investigate more scheduling algorithms with respect to allocation and utilizing resources. 

Furthermore we will study maintaining quality of service while provisioning resources. Also in feature we 

hope to gain experience with our approach using a wider range of enterprise cloud applications. 
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